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Book three in the best-selling Smuggler's Wife series by one
of our leading historical novelists. Kitty Farrell, headstrong
and passionate as ever, is heartbroken over the apparent
death by drowning of her husband Rian. Alone and grieving
on the goldfields of Ballarat she turns to Rian's long-time
shipmate Daniel, who has loved her from afar for many years.
The consequences will be disastrous and challenge every
character in this brilliant third instalment in Deborah
Challinor's extraordinary Smuggler's Wife series. Vividly
drawn, meticulously researched and driven by a powerful
page-turning narrative, Band of Gold will resonate in the
hearts of readers for a long time. 'Challinor is extraordinarily
talented.' - New Zealand Books
Sleepy Mommy, Sleepy Daddy, Sleepy little dog. Everyone’s
sleepy But the baby, Yawn, yawn, yawn. After a long day, the
whole family is ready to hit the hay . . . except for the baby.
Why is it so hard to get the baby to sleep? With hilarious
illustrations that might hit a little too close to home for new
parents, Everyone’s Sleepy but the Baby is the perfect, trueto-life bedtime story that will help even the most reluctant
sleeper wind down for bed.
Cool English is a 6-level contemporary version of Join In. It is
organized in lesson plans for each class session. These
lesson plans give suggestions on different ways of exploiting
the activities, plus extra ideas and materials. It includes clear
and concise instructions with step-by-step explanations which
simplify lesson-planning for the teacher. The guide is
interleaved with the Pupil's Book and contains all the tape
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scripts. The Audio CD for the teacher contains all the songs
and the recordings from the Pupil's Book, as well as the
listening tests. The Tests CD contains pdfs of assessment
tests for this level.
It's the tale of Saint George and the Dragon set in three
dimensions. Prince George solves fairy puzzles, races giants
and performs miracles - but in the end his faith allows him to
free Larkwood from evil and heal his father.
The debut cookbook by the creator of the wildly popular blog
Damn Delicious proves that quick and easy doesn't have to
mean boring.Blogger Chungah Rhee has attracted millions of
devoted fans with recipes that are undeniable 'keepers'-each
one so simple, so easy, and so flavor-packed, that you reach
for them busy night after busy night. In Damn Delicious, she
shares exclusive new recipes as well as her most beloved
dishes, all designed to bring fun and excitement into everyday
cooking. From five-ingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to nofuss Sheet Pan Steak & Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti
Carbonara, the recipes will help even the most inexperienced
cooks spend less time in the kitchen and more time around
the table.Packed with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute skillet
sprints, and speedy takeout copycats, this cookbook is
guaranteed to inspire readers to whip up fast, healthy,
homemade meals that are truly 'damn delicious!'
Out of the stories heard in her childhood in Los Angeles's
Chinatown and years of research, See has constructed this
sweeping chronicle of her Chinese-American family, a work
that takes in stories of racism and romance, entrepreneurial
genius and domestic heartache, secret marriages and sibling
rivalries, in a powerful history of two cultures meeting in a
new world. 82 photos.
As the Civil War rages, secessionists menace California. The
Confederates want the state and they'll stop at nothing to take
it. UTAH TERRITORY, 1860. On a wagon train headed for
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Xavier’s family rancho in the Golden State, Aleksandra
makes a dangerous enemy of a gun-running Confederate
when she fights her way out of his unwelcome embrace. After
a late-night poker game, Xavier's new friends realize he’s
heard too much to be allowed to live. Embroiled in the
Confederates' fight to drag the new state from the Union and
make it their own, can Aleks and Xavier survive? The
secessionists mean business. The Hills of Gold Unchanging
is the second book in the outstanding The Long Trails
historical fiction series. If you like bold women, authentic
multicultural settings, and a dash of Old West romance, then
you’ll love Lizzi Tremayne’s fast-paced adventures! Buy The
Hills of Gold Unchanging to ride off into the frontier today!
Just click the Ebook button above!
For the Russians, it was the espionage coup of the century …
An espionage operation has gone horribly wrong … Soviet
agents take a bold gamble and seize an American ship. Now
the U.S.S. Gettysburg sits at a dock in Cam Ranh Bay. A
computerized, state-of-the-art war ship, the Gettysburg is the
never center of America's sea-air defenses. For the Soviets,
it's a prize beyond compare. But even as Russian scientists
prepare to probe the Gettysburg's vital secrets, one man
begins his desperate race to rescue the ship. His name is
David Chance. A former SEAL commando, he's been through
hell and back. But he's never had a mission like this …

A legendary NBA player shares his remarkable story,
infused with hard-earned wisdom about the journey to
self-mastery from a life at the highest level of
professional sports Chris Bosh, an eleven-time All-Star,
two-time NBA champion, Olympic gold medalist, and the
league’s Global Ambassador, had his playing days cut
short at their prime by a freak medical condition. His
extraordinary career ended not at a time of his choosing
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but “in a doctor’s office in the middle of the afternoon.”
Forced to reckon with how to find meaning to carry
forward, he found himself looking back over his path,
from a teenager in Dallas who balanced basketball with
the high school robotics club to the pinnacle of the NBA
and beyond. Reflecting on all he learned from a long list
of basketball legends, from LeBron and Kobe to Pat
Riley and Coach K, he saw that his important lessons
weren’t about basketball so much as the inner game of
success—right attitude, right commitment, right flow within
a team. Now he shares that journey, giving us a
fascinating view from the inside of what greatness feels
like and what it takes, formulated as a series of letters to
younger people coming up and to all wisdom seekers. A
timeless gift for anyone in pursuit of excellence, Letters
to a Young Athlete offers a proven path for taming your
inner voice and making it your ally, through the
challenges of failure and the challenges of success alike.
Grumpius doesn't like anyone--except Winnie Brown.
Winnie has a very beautiful garden that many people
want to visit. Winnie and Grumpius are a perfect pair, but
when Winnie becomes busy and distracted by visitors,
she forgets all about Grumpius. Winnie doesn't notice
until it's too late, and Grumpius has gone. Distraught,
Winnie calls for her grumpy orange cat, who returns
home when Winnie makes a compromise about her time
spent with Grumpius. Beautiful illustrations bring this
heartwarming story to life, and readers will learn about
time management, caring for others, and true friendship.
These 75 tiny tear-out letters are perfect for expressing
gratitude. Simply fold into adorably small envelopes and
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seal with the enclosed stickers to create the perfect way
to show your friend, child, coworker, bus driver, barista,
neighbor, teacher, or hero how much you care.
Re-experience historical fact as it is woven into the
fictional fabric of the Hawkins family with Xander
Hawkins, an extremely wealthy man from Tennessee,
who engages a New York lawyer to create a Trust Fund
to provide for the continuation of his dream: the
encouragement, education, and care of orphans. A. Alan
Isaacs invites readers to sit in Xander’s study alongside
the lawyer as he listens to stories about how the
Hawkins family discovered a love for orphans and an
unimaginable treasure! Over several days, the lawyer
learns how more than 200 years of ‘Journaling’ from
Xander’s ancestors continues to influence his approach
to life. Along the way, readers can snap pictures of QR
Codes embedded throughout Rooster’s Gold to
effortlessly connect the written word to an internet-based
resource. Readers can also fact-check Xander’s stories
as his relatives encounter several of history’s heroes,
such as Davy Crockett, Theodore Roosevelt and his
Rough Riders, and many more! After returning from the
Spanish-American war, Rooster’s son learns that
orphaned and abandoned children are being put on
trains in New York City and ‘whistle-stopped’ across the
United States to live and work on farms to produce crops
for the country’s exploding population. Witness how the
stories of these Orphan Train Children profoundly impact
the Hawkins’ family—and the New York lawyer.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and
stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their
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salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children
lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert
towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace
life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't
stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When
the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal
West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As
the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the
resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes
her parents with deep affection in this tale of
unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound
flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a
successful life. -- From publisher description.
Mari-Gold is a smart, young, creative teenager, who is
also a unique individual. She refuses to conform to the
demands of society. Her mother is a well-known florist in
L.A. With the demands of her mother’s job she was
raised by her father. When her mother forces her to
spend the summer at the family beach house, she
doesn’t think that the summer could get any worse, until
she makes some unlikely friends. Will she break free of
this image she has created for herself or will she
continue down the same path?
“[A] sexy, modern, Southern small-town romance. I
can’t wait to get my hands on the next book in the
American Heavy Metal series!” —USA TODAY
bestselling author Tamsen Parker American Heavy Metal
is Tiffani Ellis’s sanctuary, or at least it was before her
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dad died. Being in charge means her own dreams are
firmly on the back burner. Now she spends as much time
fixing problems as she does the cars she loves. She’s
already struggling to find her feet; the last thing she
needs is the man who broke her heart showing up at her
shop with a car he doesn’t deserve to touch, much less
own. Matt Adams left town, moved to the west coast and
became a big shot. But his passion for cars never
waned, and neither did his regret over how things ended
with Tiffani. Now he’s back, his dream car in tow. He’s
gearing up for a big race, he needs help and he knows
exactly where to find it. Tiffani won’t turn down a paying
job, but working with Matt stirs up feelings best left
buried. What was left behind them is irresistible, but it
doesn’t take long to realize that a few hot nights will
never be enough. Sex is easy, but forgiveness is not…
Don’t miss Hard Chrome, the first book in the American
Heavy Metal series, available now from Vanessa North
and Carina Press! This book is approximately 56,000
words
Some of the greatest detective stories every wrote are
collected in this massive anthology. This book contains
the stories and novels by Arthur Conan Doyle, G. K.
Chesterton, Emile Gaboriau, E. W. Hornung, M.
McDonnell Bodkin, Guy Boothby, Jacques Futrelle,
Melville Davisson Post, Ethel Lina White, Baroness
Emmuska Orczy Orczy, Arthur Morrison, Edgar Wallace,
Algernon Blackwood, Wilkie Collins, Maurice Leblanc,
Edgar Allan Poe, Charles Dickens, Gaston Leroux, Anna
Katharine Green, Fergus Hume, Fyodor Dostoyevsky,
Robert Louis Stevenson, Dorothy L. Sayers, R. Austin
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Freeman. Table of Contents Wilkie Collins The
Moonstone A Romance Edgar Allan Poe The Gold-Bug
The Murders in the Rue Morgue The Mystery of Marie
Roget. A Sequel to “The Murders in the Rue Morgue.”
The Purloined Letter Charles Dickens Hunted Down
Arthur Conan Doyle The Hound of the Baskervilles A
Study in Scarlet The Sign of Four The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes G. K.
Chesterton The Man Who Was Thursday: A Nightmare
The Innocence of Father Brown The Wisdom of Father
Brown Emile Gaboriau The Lerouge Case by Emile
Gaboriau Monsieur Lecoq The Mystery of Orcival E. W.
Hornung The Amateur Cracksman Dead Men Tell No
Tales The Crime Doctor M. McDonnell Bodkin The
Capture of Paul Beck Guy Boothby The Red Rat's
Daughter Jacques Futrelle The Problem of Cell 13 The
Chase of the Golden Plate Melville Davisson Post
Walker of the Secret Service The Sleuth of St. James's
Square Ethel Lina White The Man Who Loved Lions
Baroness Emma Orczy (Emmuska Orczy) The Old Man
in the Corner The Scarlet Pimpernel Arthur Morrison
Chronicles of Martin Hewitt Martin Hewitt, Investigator
Edgar Wallace The Angel of Terror Algernon Blackwood
Three More John Silence Stories Three John Silence
Stories Maurice Leblanc The Extraordinary Adventures
of Arsene Lupin, Gentleman-Burglar Gaston Leroux The
Mystery of the Yellow Room Anna Katherine Green The
Leavenworth Case Fergus Hume The Mystery of a
Hansom Cab Fyodor Dostoevsky Crime and Punishment
Robert Louis Stevenson The Suicide Club The Rajah’s
Diamond Dorothy L. Sayers Whose Body? A Lord Peter
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Wimsey Novel R. Austin Freeman John Thorndyke's
Cases The Mystery of 31 New Inn

The story is set around persons who are being
checked out as they've got access to a lot of gold
which they are using to buy up football clubs; in four
parts set in the Mediterranean. There's a second
volume which follows on from this and ends up in the
Falkland Isles, also based around Gold.
A Washington Post bestselling cookbook Become
the favorite family chef with 100 tested, perfected,
and family approved recipes. The healthy cookbook
for every meal of the day: Once upon a time, Jenn
Segal went to culinary school and worked in fancy
restaurants. One marriage and two kids later she
created Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog that
applies her tried and true chef skills with delicious,
fresh, and approachable ingredients for family
friendly meals. With the authority of a professional
chef and the practicality of a busy working mom,
Jenn shares 100 recipes that will up your kitchen
game while surprising you with their ease. • Helpful
tips on topics such as how to season correctly with
salt, how to balance flavors, and how to make the
most of leftovers. • Great recipes for easy weeknight
family dinners kids will love, indulgent desserts, fun
cocktails, exciting appetizers, and more. • Jenn
Segal is the founder of Once Upon a Chef, the
popular blog showcasing easy, family friendly
recipes from a chef's point of view. Her recipes have
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been featured on numerous websites, magazines,
and television programs. Fans of Chrissy Teigen,
Skinnytaste, Pioneer Woman, Oh She Glows,
Magnolia Table, and Smitten Kitchen will love Once
Upon a Chef, the Cookbook. With 100 tested,
perfected, and family approved recipes with helpful
tips and tricks to improve your cooking. • Breakfast
favorites like Maple, Coconut & Blueberry Granola
and Savory Ham & Cheese Waffles • Simple soups,
salads and sandwiches for ideal lunches like the
Fiery Roasted Tomato Soup paired with Smoked
Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches •
Entrées the whole family will love like Buttermilk
Fried Chicken Tenders • Tasty treats for those
casual get togethers like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and
Sweet, Salty & Spicy Pecans • Go to sweets such as
Toffee Almond Sandies and a Classic Chocolate
Lover's Birthday Cake
The critically acclaimed, award-winning, modern
classic Speak is now a stunning graphic novel.
"Speak up for yourself—we want to know what you
have to say." From the first moment of her freshman
year at Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a
big fat lie, part of the nonsense of high school. She is
friendless—an outcast—because she busted an end-ofsummer party by calling the cops, so now nobody
will talk to her, let alone listen to her. Through her
work on an art project, she is finally able to face what
really happened that night: She was raped by an
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upperclassman, a guy who still attends
Merryweather and is still a threat to her. With
powerful illustrations by Emily Carroll, Laurie Halse
Anderson's Speak: The Graphic Novel comes alive
for new audiences and fans of the classic novel. This
title has Common Core connections.
Leo is a young boy growing up in a small and rural
Virginia town. He is an only child who is physically
and emotionally abused by both of his parents. His
family is poor, and Leo has a hopeless future. He
takes solace and comfort in a cat named Stripes and
develops an unlikely friendship with a stranger along
the way. Both friends lean on each other for a trivial
bit of happiness in their dejected worlds. Just when
things start to look better for Leo, tragedy strikes,
and he becomes consumed with heartbreak and
anger. He confides in his new friend and fights to
fend off the horrors of the world. You will find
yourself agonizing and rooting for Leo to overcome
the brutality and terrors that his parents have placed
him in as a child. There are moments that will bring
you to tears from the intense pain you feel for this
young boy. Other moments will be joyous as you
celebrate his triumphs as he overcomes many
challenges and the cruelty of his experiences. The
book is a page-turner on a roller coaster of emotions.
Leo is the epitome of what a willful and persevering
victim can accomplish to become a victor. The
author wishes to leave his readers realizing the
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importance of perseverance, retribution, forgiveness,
and what it means to be human. Without
forgiveness, victims will always remain victims.
When Imogen and Anna unexpectedly inherit their
grandmother Vivien's ice cream parlor, it turns both
their lives upside-down. The Brighton shop is a
seafront institution, but while it's big on charm it's
critically low on customers. If the sisters don't turn
things around quickly, their grandmother's legacy will
disappear forever. With summer looming, Imogen
and Anna devise a plan to return Vivien's to its
former glory. Rather than sell up, they will train up,
and make the parlor the newest destination on the
South Coast foodie map. While Imogen watches the
shop, her sister flies to Italy to attend a gourmet ice
cream-making course. But as she works shoulder-toshoulder with some of the best chefs in the industry,
Anna finds that romance can bloom in the most
unexpected of places.
Gold is wealth. Wealth is power. Power is a curse.
This captivating fantasy adventure—the untold story
of the daughter King Midas turned to gold—will dazzle
you with the kind of action, adventure, twists, turns,
and a bit of romance to make any fan of magic and
mythology greedy for more. After King Midas’s
gift—or curse—almost killed his daughter, he
relinquished The Touch forever. Ten years later,
Princess Kora still bears the consequences of her
father’s wish: her skin shines golden, rumors follow
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her everywhere she goes, and she harbors secret
powers that are getting harder to hide. Kora spends
her days concealed behind gloves and veils. It isn’t
until a charming duke arrives that Kora believes she
could indeed be loved. But their courtship is
disrupted when a thief steals treasures her father
needs to survive. Thanks to Kora’s unique ability to
sense gold, she sails off on her quest to find the
missing items. Magic, mythology, fantasy, and pirate
adventures charge through every page as Kora
learns that not everything is what it seems—not her
companions, not the thieves, and not even Kora
herself. A Touch of Gold: Is told from the perspective
of Kora, King Midas’s daughter and a strong female
protagonist Is a clean fantasy adventure, perfect for
fans of the #1 New York Times bestselling books,
The Wrath & the Dawn and Cinder Is an enchanting
and captivating fantasy adventure/fairy tale retelling
Features a beautifully decorated cover Will have
strong appeal to readers ages 13 & up
The extraordinary #1 New York Times bestseller
about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the
darkest of times. Nominated as one of America's
best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American
Read. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is
1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its
breath. Death has never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl
living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
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meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With
the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she
learns to read and shares her stolen books with her
neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the
Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly
crafted writing that burns with intensity, awardwinning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the
Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring
stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be lifechanging.” —The New York Times “Deserves a
place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young
Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST
NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
'With fascinating characters and an intriguing plot,
this is a real page turner' KATIE FFORDE praise for
the series An addictive and unputdownable crime
mystery novel perfect for fans of Agatha Christie,
Dorothy L. Sayers, Faith Martin, J.R. Ellis, LJ Ross,
Miss Marpleand Midsummer Murders! Lesley
Cookman's bestselling series featuring amateur
sleuth Libby Sarjeant is back for its third instalment!
Can they uncover how the corpses connect? Bella
Morleigh was pleased to inherit a derelict theatre,
that is until an unknown body is discovered within it...
Luckily for her, her two friends Libby Sarjeant and
Psychic Investigator Fran Castle are on the case.
Although Libby is rather distracted by the
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preparations for her friends' Civil Partnership
ceremony, she's at least getting the hang of using a
computer to dig for information, something she's
certain will be terribly useful in her detecting career.
When a second body is discovered however, it is
one of Fran's psychic moments (and none of Libby's
computer know-how) that help them discover the
surprising link between the two corpses... ________
_________________________________________
Praise for the bestselling series: 'This was another
hit for me in this delightful series and I would highly
recommend it' ***** GoodReads review 'I have read
all the books in this series and love them all' *****
GoodReads review 'Just can't get enough of reading
about Libby and her friends' ***** GoodReads review
'The characters are so likeable. I would love to visit
the mythical Steeple Martin!' ***** GoodReads
review
This would be easier if I were writing about someone
else. Then I could change it, fatten up the thin parts
and leave out the dull ones, turning them twice like
frayed collars and cuffs, making them over into
something more romantic than they really were, but
then the remembering would be neither so painful,
nor so sweet. I suppose you can't have one without
the other. . . Evangeline Glennon knows plenty about
life's highs and lows. Still, she feels lucky,
surrounded as she is by people who care deeply:
Papa, who's never lost his Irish brogue or the twinkle
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in his eye; endlessly practical, generous Mama; and
steadfast best friend Ruby. Romance would be too
much for a girl like Eva to expect. Then again, love
has a tendency to find those who aren't looking for it.
. . Out of a clear blue sky, a dashing young aviator
makes an impossibly gentle landing in Papa's
Oklahoma wheat field. After taking her up in his
plane, "Slim" leaves Eva with an exhilarating new
perspective--and an even more precious gift that
changes her forever. But that's only the beginning.
The world is changing, too--and only the strongest in
body and spirit will weather what is to come. Now,
while tracing from afar the progress of the brave
young barnstormer she knew so briefly, Eva stitches
her heart and soul into intricate quilts whose images
take extraordinary form from the heartbreak and joy
of parallel lives. . . "A lyrical, lush, and lovely novel
from a clever and talented new writer." --Jane Green
"A gripping, heartwarming story. . .complete with
fascinating characters and a page-turning plot."
--Dorothy Garlock Marie Bostwick Skinner was born
and raised in the Northwest. Since marrying the love
of her life twenty-three years ago, she has never
known a moment's boredom. Marie and her family
have moved a score of times, living in eight U.S.
states and two Mexican cities, and collecting a vast
and cherished array of friends and experiences.
Marie now lives with her husband and three
handsome sons in Connecticut where she writes,
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reads, quilts, and is privileged to serve the women of
her local church.
Linen finish, glitter accents, scalloped edge,
embossed.
Featuring a disturbing yet hilarious cast of
characters, "Red Meat Gold" is the third demented
collection from the popular syndicated alternative
paper comic strip artist.
Dreams of Gold is a historically accurate yet fictional
work set in the Rocky Mountain area of Cripple
Creek Colorado. The book takes place in the mining
town during the late 1800s. It is a story of
redemption, love, and family. This action-packed
page-turner will take you on an incredible journey of
discovery through historically accurate events.
Pinkerton Operative Brady Gressett searches for his
long-lost sister but finds something more in the
process.
Freak the Mighty joins the Scholastic Gold line,
which features award-winning and beloved novels.
Includes exclusive bonus content! It has been over
twenty years -- and more than two million copies,
eight foreign editions, and a popular Miramax feature
film -- since the world was introduced to this powerful
story of a unique friendship between a troubled,
oversized boy and the tiny, physically challenged
genius who proves that courage comes in all sizes.
This simple yet timeless story explores many
themes, including bullying -- an important topic in
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today's schools. Freak the Mighty is sure to remain
fresh, dramatic, and memorable for the next twenty
years and beyond!
Each box contains 14 Cards and 15 Designer
Envelopes Cards measure 3-1/2 x 5 Printed on highquality card stock Blank interiors (linen finish, gold
foil, embossed)
Close your eyes. Get set. Go! … to where Bay
Swamp smells like aftershave, to where friends raise
Billie’s dad a barn in a day. You’re there! On her
"pizer," Grandma, waiting to serve dinner, relaxes
with a dip of her Sweet Society snuff. Billie’s mom
and dad, sweaty from hoeing tobacco, rush in and
wash up. They can’t wait to bite into Grandma’s
succulent chicken. They tell you, "Pull up a chair!"
After dinner, take off your shoes, trek across sandy,
open fields, feel sand between your toes. Beyond
the watermelon patch, a rare sight: Venus flytraps
and yellow trumpet flowers, set to gobble up every
bug in sight, and Bug Swamp has bugs. Also gators,
bears, cooters, possums, snakes … gold. Later, on
Grandma’s "pizer," you’ll hear how Billie and her
mom almost become bear bait, and Grandma will
spellbind you, telling about Grandpa’s tussle with a
gator. Discover for yourself how Grandma’s pipeline
to God keeps everyone on track. Pity she doesn’t
have Hitler’s ear in Germany, or Tojo’s in Japan.
Why, Grandma could even advise Harry Truman! He
uses a weapon so strong it keeps on killing and
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killing. That Great Depression? Pray it won’t destroy
Billie’s family. Her dad puts a mortgage on the place
that can tear their family apart or hold them together.
Luckily, World War II ends, and good and bad teeter
into place.
While spending the summer with her grandmother in
Mexico, Blanca Estela gradually adjusts to small
town life and knows she will miss it when she returns
to the United States.
Years after the eleven-year-old survived a kidnapping,
Jillian Forester was still keeping her true identity hidden
from the world. Yet, interest in the sensational story of
her state senator father’s murder, and the gold digger
that got away with it, refused to dwindle. Each new high
profile murder was seen by reporters as an opportunity
to rehash the Forester case. Where was Jillian? A
reenactment movie surmised that she was so
traumatized, Jillian was likely in a mental institution.
However, one reporter didn’t believe it. She was
convinced she knew exactly where Jillian Forester was,
and to further her career, she was willing to do almost
anything to get the story.
3 1/2 x 5 note cards printed on quality card stock. Gloss
highlights.
I was shocked at how many people wanted another
book. I heard comments like, “These are my friends,”
and “I want to know what happens to their
relationships.” But the most overriding comment was,
“We want more.” I have tried in Terrorist Gold to bring
closure to some subjects while opening the doors for the
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next book in the series “Russian Escape,” which will
have to wait its turn until I finish my first historical fiction,
“Abraham Lincoln and the Second Assassin, due out in
mid-2018.
Gold/CreamThank YouPeter Pauper Press
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper
Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling
author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has
always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and
her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high
school. So when she one day climbs through his window
and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he
cannot help but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't
come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q
soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . .
and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the
mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip
across America - he becomes less sure of who and what
he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this
is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age
story.
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